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Many of us here today felt a punch in the gut when the Supreme Court last month reversed
almost 50 years of settled law from Roe v. Wade.  Yes, we were braced for it, after the leak in May. 
But the reality was a blow to our spirits.  Tears of grief mingled with tears of anger.  For we knew
what was going on.  And we knew what was going to happen as a result.  And in the month since,
the damage has already started unfolding before our eyes.

Now, at the start let’s be candid.  Is there an absolute, definitive word on abortion?  A faith-
perspective that is rock-solid, unambiguous?  I don’t think so.  Especially coming from a male – or
group of cis-gender, rich pale-males.  So I have read widely, and tried to listened seriously to the
voices of those most affected by this decision:  women.  Even among that classification of folks,
there exists a broad variety gender identities, eliciting a range of perspectives.  But it is mostly well-
to-do pale-males who decided this case, and who have begun aggressively setting in place restrictive
legislation.  Including prosecuting anyone who helps a woman obtain an abortion.  “Pro-life” can
feel virtuous, because people feel that they are doing the “moral” thing — but at no cost to
themselves.  Males won’t have to bear the human cost of their decision.  Someone else must:  the
heavy freight of emotions, financial hurdles, legal threats, and physical danger to their health.  Not
men.  Which results in a kind of long-distance, performative virtue – a moralistic cosplay, if you
will.  How can some declare, “my body, my choice,” when it comes to masks and vaccines, but deny
women the same claim?  It is a moral issue.  That is why people of faith speak out against this
decision and its implications.  Because of the damage it has already started doing to a specific set
of people made in God’s image.  So let’s be candid.  This decision will result in real people suffering
devastating harm.  Those who can afford it least.  Especially people of color.  And women mired in
poverty.  Who already have had to make economic sacrifices and deal with emotional turmoil to even
consider abortions.  That makes it a moral issue.  The damage this decision will cause.

What kinds of damage?  Hear first from reporter Claire Lampen:  “A few weeks ago, a news
story about a 10-year-old rape victim blew up.  According to the Columbus Dispatch, the girl had
to travel from her home state of Ohio — where abortion is banned after six weeks, without
exceptions for rape — to Indiana in order to terminate, highlighting the grim reality of the
reproductive health-care landscape now that the Supreme Court has revoked abortion protections.
Overlooking the basics of doctor-patient confidentiality and best practices for reporting on a minor
who is the victim of a crime, conservatives jumped all over the ‘totally unverified’ (to quote the
Daily Caller) story.  But turns out, it was all true.  Not long after the report was published, an Ohio
man confessed to raping the child multiple times.”(1)  A ten year old girl, already traumatized, and
forced to cross the state border to seek help, because she had become pregnant.  We heard the story,
and also the quick lies that jumped into the media.  Another story:  “Marlena Stell, a popular
YouTuber, found out 9.5 weeks into her pregnancy that she had suffered a miscarriage. She was even
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more horrified to learn that due to Texas law, she would be forced to carry the dead fetus inside her
for two weeks.  ‘I felt like a walking coffin,’ Stell told The Washington Post last week. ‘You’re just
walking around knowing that you have something that you hoped was going to be a baby for you,
and it’s gone. And you’re just walking around carrying it.  I get so angry that I was treated this way,’
Stell said, ‘because of laws that were passed by men who have never been pregnant and never will
be’”(2)  Reporter Kate Riga tells of other dangers:  “In [ectopic] pregnancies, the fertilized egg
implants outside of the uterus where it cannot survive but can pose a deadly threat to the woman if
it’s allowed to grow.  Already, stories are emerging about the demise of Roe throwing ectopic
pregnancy care into chaos. . . .  Doctors report feeling unsure about whether abortion bans — which
are often written using broad political messaging language rather than medical — include ending
ectopic pregnancies, which are not viable. . . .  Fertility clinics have already been flooded with calls
by people panicked about what abortion bans mean for their procedures. . . .  Many [cancer]
treatments can cause miscarriages or birth defects in the developing fetuses, especially at the
beginning of the pregnancy. . . .  Now, in some states,” says Riga, “women may have to choose: 
lifesaving treatment that will harm the developing fetus, or leaving their cancer untreated.”(3)  And
this, friends, is only the tip of the iceberg.  There will be such painful damage to come.  And focused
precisely upon just those who can bear children.

And why?  What does our faith tradition say about abortion?  A scripture from Jeremiah is
often quoted:  “Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, and before you were born I consecrated
you; I appointed you a prophet to the nations.”(1:5)  First of all, this is talking about Jeremiah’s call
to be a prophet.  He was destined for that task before he was conceived.  This verse is not talking
about his entrance into the land of the living.  Nor even his gestation.  The verse has been misused. 
So enough about that one.  Maybe we can find deeper wisdom in the tradition of the rabbis,
particularly with reference to the verses we heard today, from Exodus 21.  A rabbinic commentary
found in the Talmud on this verse reads, “The tragedy referenced is the unintentional killing of the
mother.”(Sanhedrin 87b:10)  “In other words,” says Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg, “if a miscarriage is
caused, the offender is fined for damages, but there is no other punishment as the fetus is not, in the
Hebrew Bible, regarded as a person.  If there is ‘other harm’ — that is, if the pregnant person dies
— the offender is seen as having committed manslaughter and punished accordingly.  This is how
these verses are understood in Judaism, from the Rabbinic era of the Mishnah and Talmud through
Jewish law today, where abortion is permitted and, if needed to save the life of the pregnant person,
sometimes required.  (The Torah does not indicate at what stage of gestation the fetus is when this
miscarriage happens; as a result, in Jewish law traditionally and today, personhood is regarded as
beginning during birth, with the first breath.)”(4)  Rev. Jes Kast, a minister in the United Church of
Christ, believes the procedure should be fully legal and accessible.  Why?  From the Gospel
according to John, the other scripture we heard today.  “There’s this little passage in the Gospel of
John,” she says, “that continues to stay with me.  Jesus says, ‘I have come that they might have life
and have it abundantly.’  The Greek word that’s used there for ‘life abundance’ is this word zoe,
which means not just that you’re living and breathing, but that God’s plan for our lives is to actually
have a meaningful life with loving contentment and satisfaction.”(5)  When we turn to scripture, we
find that things are not as clear-cut as some imagine.  The scriptures do talk about God wishing life
– a full life, and for all.
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Which is why some advocates – both women and men! – talk about not “pro-life” or “pro-
choice,” but what they call a “pro-human family” position.  Respecting the entirety of humans, of
all kinds, colors, ages, and gender identities.  “A pro-human family position emphatically does not
promote abortion.  Its goal is a situation in which the need for abortion will be very rare.  But it
recognizes that in our present, quite imperfect world there are times when safe abortions should be
provided for women with special needs.”  The bottom line, though, is that “[r]espect for women
requires of us that they be accorded a fully equal place in society as a whole and primary
responsibility to decide about what takes place in their bodies.  Just as important is that we work
together to create a society in which women will not be faced with the painful decision about
abortion, a society in which they will not conceive unwanted children, on the one hand, and will not,
on the other hand, be deterred from bearing wanted children because they have no homes, because
they lack access to adequate health care, because they have no networks of personal support, or
because they lack a faith which could provide hope and courage to meet the challenges of the future.” 
To those whose interest seems to terminate with the act of giving birth, these “pro-human family”
advocates urge us to “[k]eep perspective on the abortion issue by focusing effectively on the needs
of children:  affordable, high-quality daycare, education, housing, health care, proper nourishment,
and parents not so overburdened by multiple jobs that they cannot care for their children.”(6)  A pro-
human family position respects human life in all of its complex dimensions.  To encourage the best,
fullest, most abundant life after birth.

Friends, we are savvy enough to know that a decision for abortion is never easy.  It is always
ambiguous, fraught with such conflicting emotions.  No woman makes it lightly.  After the Court
overturned Roe v. Wade, many of us were grieving, bitter, angry.  But some . . . some have been
energized.  Court challenges have been filed for every single anti-abortion law.  And there is pressure
on Congress for effective legislation making abortion legal.  Women are focusing their anger like
a laser beam.  What we cannot condone is the state making a such an intimate decision for women. 
Justice demands, not that we say that abortion is good.  But that in our world, it is sometimes
necessary.  And women can make their own informed choice.  So we join in the protests.  Because
we care about those who have already been damaged.  And those who will be.  As community
organizer Michelle DePass said about the pandemic, so we can say about this struggle:  get through
today, but remake tomorrow!(7)  Amen.
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